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SURPASSING DEMANDS FOR LUNCH MONEY AND PLAYGROUND BRAWLS: THE ARRIVAL OF
CYBER-BULLYING, THE PROBLEMS IT CAUSES, AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
INTRODUCTION
Cyber-bullying is a recent phenomenon occurring among today‟s youth. With the
development of cellular telephones equipped with text messaging and picture mail and the
advent of social networking websites and instant messaging, schoolchildren possess numerous
tools that allow them to harass, defame, stalk, embarrass, and wreak havoc on their classmates.
As cyber-bullying infiltrates the school system and overflows from the digital realm on to school
campuses, schools, parents, and legislators have become increasingly concerned about the
adverse effects of cyber-bullying and increasingly motivated to correct the problem.1
Apprehending and punishing cyber-bullies, however, is difficult. Although it may seem
logical for schools to punish cyber-bullies when their conduct affects their classmates during
school hours, constitutional free speech rights are affected when schools restrict student speech.2
Additionally, the extent of civil and criminal liability imposed on cyber-bullies and other third
parties is unclear.3 As a result, it is difficult for children, parents, schools, law enforcement, and
legislators to take action against cyber-bullies.
This article begins by focusing on the evolution of cyber-bullying. The first section
briefly recounts the history of bullying, defines cyber-bullying, and provides examples and
statistics to illustrate the pervasiveness of the problem. Then, the second section explores the
constitutionality of punishing cyber-bullies at school, recent relevant jurisprudence, and some
related public policy concerns. After examining how courts have addressed cyber-bullying, the
third section surveys some recent federal, state, and international attempts to curtail cyberbullying through legislation and the fourth section examines the potential civil and criminal
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liability of cyber-bullies, parents, schools, and websites. Finally, this article concludes with a
comprehensive plan provides recommendations for federal legislation, state legislation, courts,
schools, parents, and students.
I.

OVERVIEW AND EVOLUTION OF CYBER-BULLYING
A.

The Definition of Cyber-Bullying

Although bullying has existed for centuries, researchers have only recently begun
studying it.4 Bullying generally involves a wide range of physical, verbal, or emotional conduct
that can affect an individual in a variety of ways.5 Although there is significant academic debate
regarding whether it is possible define “bullying,”6 Dan Olweus, commonly regarded as the
father of the study of bullying, believes three elements are common in most bullying: (1) intent
on the behalf of the bully, (2) an imbalance of power between the bully and victim, and (3)
repeated “bullying” behavior.7
Olweus believes that bullying is more serious and prevalent today than ten to fifteen
years ago.8 In less than a decade, cyber-bullying has (d)evolved and perverted formerly innocent
forms of media and technology ranging from email, instant messaging, and websites to text and
picture messaging on cellular telephones.9 Its rise is likely attributable to its improved
effectiveness compared to traditional bullying. Unlike traditional bullies, cyber-bullies use the
Internet as a shield to disguise their identity and achieve a level of anonymity that empowers
them to harass, defame, and intimidate their peers.10 Children who would normally refrain from
publicly bullying a classmate find it easier to harass someone anonymously behind a computer at
home.11
Cyber-bullying is also preferable to traditional bullying because it can happen anywhere
and at any time.12 It is not limited to after-school confrontations or mornings at the bus stop –
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rather, cyber-bullies can torment classmates at night before bed or on weekends during
sleepovers. Furthermore, the speed with which information is transmitted in the digital age has
also made cyber-bullying more effective.13 Cyber-bullies can communicate to a large audience
in a very short amount of time14 and adults often are less skilled at using the technologies that
their cyber-bullying children utilize.15
Thus, cyber-bullying is defined by its involvement of “a child, preteen, or teen [who] is
tormented, threatened, harassed, humiliated, embarrassed or otherwise targeted by another child,
preteen or teen using the Internet, interactive and digital technologies or mobile phones.”16
B.

Illustrative Examples of Cyber-Bullying

Commentators generally group the actions of cyber-bullies into (1) direct attacks, or (2)
cyber-bullying by proxy.17 Direct attacks take many forms. For example, schoolchildren
commonly harass classmates through instant messages, text messages, picture messages, blogs,
websites, and e-mail.18 Specifically, on instant messaging services, students have been caught
sending hateful messages and death threats, assuming classmates‟ identities, stealing passwords,
and changing profiles to include racist, sexual, and other inappropriate content.19 In some
particularly cruel cases, cyber-bullies have logged onto hate groups‟ message boards and posted
provocative messages that include the victim‟s personal contact information.20
Social networking websites are also popular tools for cyber-bullies. Cyber-bullies have
been caught using websites such as MySpace,21 Xanga,22 and Facebook23 to manufacture fake
profiles that embarrass and defame their classmates, and post polls that ask questions such as
“Who is the ugliest kid at school?” 24 or “Who is the biggest slut?”25
In other situations, cyber-bullies have taken advantage of the text messaging and picture
messaging capabilities of cellular telephones and initiated “text wars” or “text attacks” that
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involve sending thousands of text messages to cause a peer‟s cell phone bill to skyrocket. 26
Worse yet, some cyber-bullies have invaded intimate, personal spaces such as locker rooms and
bathrooms and used camera phones to videotape classmates changing or showering and then
mass-distribute the video via cellular phone or on social networking websites or YouTube.27
Cyber-bullying by proxy occurs when a cyber-bully “gets someone else to do their dirty
work.”28 Some believe cyber-bullying by proxy is more dangerous than a direct attack because it
can involve people who are unaware they dealing with a cyber-bully who is a minor.29 Websites
can become accomplices to cyber-bullying during “warning wars” when children take advantage
of security systems that websites create to detect violations of their usage policies.30 For
example, a cyber-bully might falsely report that the intended victim is verbally abusing the
cyber-bully, ultimately prompting the victim to lose Internet access.31 Other times, cyber-bullies
implicate victims or their parents. For example, a cyber-bully may lead the victim‟s parents to
believe that the victim is a cyber-bully, thus causing the parents to punish the victim.32 Or, if the
cyber-bully steals the victim‟s passwords and accesses the victim‟s online accounts, the bully can
impersonate the victim online.33 A particularly egregious example of this cyber-bullying tactic is
when the bully impersonates the victim in known “child molester chat rooms” and provides
personal contact information about the underage victim.34
Although the foregoing examples are informative, they are generalized and impersonal.
The devastating impact of cyber-bullying is much more apparent in actual, real-life examples.
Cyber-bullying victims suffer from “anxiety, depression, shame, destruction of self-confidence
and self-esteem, school phobia, and failing grades.”35 Even worse, children have killed each
other or even committed suicide as a result of cyber-bullying.36 For example, a thirteen-year-old
boy in Vermont received innumerable instant messages accusing him of being a homosexual.37
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Over time, he became deeply depressed and ultimately killed himself.38 Sadly, cyber-bullying is
a real problem that can cause significant damage.
C.

A Statistical Snapshot of the Current State Cyber-Bullying

Statistics reveal the pervasiveness of cyber-bullying and its recent growth. Since 2003,
cyber-bullying has been increasingly discussed on the Internet.39 In 2004, a non-profit
organization concerned with Internet safety – specifically cyber-bullying – conducted a cyberbullying survey of 1,500 middle school students.40 The survey revealed that 42% of students
were bullied online, 53% admitted to saying mean or hurtful things online, and 58% never told
their parents or another adult about the incidents.41
More recently, the Pew Internet & American Life Project published results of a cyberbullying research project that involved 886 teenagers.42 Although 67% of the teenagers believed
that bullying occurred offline more often than online, 32% of the group had been cyber-bullied.43
The Pew study also found that some specific groups of teenagers were more susceptible to cyberbullying – specifically, girls are more likely than boys to be victimized.44 Moreover, social
networking website users were discovered to be more likely to encounter cyber-bullying.45 In
addition to identifying cyber-bullies based on age and gender, the survey also revealed that 15%
of teens had private communications forwarded without their consent and 13% had suffered from
rumors that were spread online.46
Adults‟ awareness of cyber-bullying has also been studied. The National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children conducted a survey in 2005 that analyzed parental supervision
of teenage computer use.47 The survey revealed that that 51% of parents did not have or know
about Internet monitoring software, 42% did not monitor their teenager‟s behavior in chat rooms
and on instant messenger, and 30% allowed their teenagers to use computers in private rooms,
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such as bedrooms.48 The lack of parental supervision is particularly problematic considering that
a survey compiled in 2006 revealed that 44% of preteens and 70% of teens who had been cyberbullied received the cyber-bullying content at home.49
These statistics are alarming considering the consequences of cyber-bullying and the ease
with which a cyber-bully can rapidly transmit rumors and gossip over the Internet.50
II.
A.

REGULATING CYBER-BULLYING

The First Amendment’s Impact on Educational Institutions

Because children spend a significant amount of time at school, teachers and various other
school officials frequently become entangled in situations that originate on-campus and offcampus. Responding to disruptive situations and disciplining students, however, can be
dangerous because schools are deemed to be government actors and thus prohibited from
unlawfully infringing students‟ constitutional rights.51 Historically, Tinker v. Des Moines
Independent School District,52 Bethel School District No. 403 v. Fraser,53 and Hazelwood School
District v. Kuhlmeier54 have been regarded as the three foundational cases that define the extent
to which public schools can regulate student speech.55 However, unlike previous cases in which
schools restricted student speech and the court abided by clear, established standards, whether
schools can punish off-campus cyber-bullying is unclear.56 Worse yet, some fear that courts will
avoid addressing the constitutional implications of cyber-bullying regulation because they claim
that cyber-bullying is merely another form of traditional bullying and thus an “age-old problem”
without a solution.57
1.

Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School District
Tinker involved a small group of high school students who wore black armbands to

school to protest the Vietnam War.58 In anticipation of the protest, the school‟s principal
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adopted a policy that permitted the school to suspend students who refused to remove their
armbands while at school.59 Predictably, the students refused to shed their armbands and were
consequently suspended until they agreed to return to school without an armband.60
As a result of the suspensions, the students‟ parents filed claims against the school under
42 U.S.C. § 1983 to enjoin the school from punishing their children.61 To the parents‟ dismay,
the District Court found that the school‟s actions were reasonable to prevent disturbances and
maintain a disciplined environment.62 The District Court‟s findings were affirmed on appeal.63
The United States Supreme Court, however, disagreed.64 The Court declared that it has
unmistakably held for fifty years that students and teachers do not “shed their constitutional
rights to freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate.”65 Although the Court
acknowledged the importance of schools‟ rights to control the conduct of students, it did not
believe that the students‟ silent, passive protest interfered with the school‟s work or the rights of
other students.66 The Court reversed the decision below, chastised the school for acting on
“undifferentiated fear or apprehension of disturbance,”67 and ultimately created a test that
permits schools to restrict speech only if the student‟s speech either (1) materially and
substantially interfered with the school‟s operations or disciplinary rules, or (2) collided with the
rights of other students.68
2.

Bethel School District No. 403 v. Fraser
Similar to Tinker, Fraser involved a public school student who was suspended and

prohibited from speaking at his high school graduation after he attended a school-sponsored
educational assembly during school hours and delivered a speech that contained a graphic,
sexual, extended metaphor.69 The student‟s father filed a lawsuit under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 and
alleged, inter alia, that the school violated his son‟s First Amendment free speech rights.70 The
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District Court agreed with the father and enjoined the school from punishing his son.71 The
school appealed, but the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the decision below, holding
that Fraser was indistinguishable from Tinker and rejecting the school‟s contention that the
conduct disrupted the educational process.72
The United States Supreme Court, however, believed that the passive, political
expression in Tinker was distinguishable from the graphic, sexual speech in Fraser.73 Reversing
the decision below, the Court reiterated that the speech in Tinker was specifically protected
because it did not interfere with the school‟s work or students‟ rights74 and that schools have the
authority and discretion to determine the level of conduct that crosses the boundary of civility
and becomes lewd, indecent, or offensive.75 Thus, the Court held that it was “perfectly
appropriate” for the school to punish conduct that “is wholly inconsistent with the „fundamental
values‟ of public school education.”76
3.

Hazelwood School District v. Kuhlmeier
In Hazelwood, a high school journalism class attempted to publish articles that discussed

their classmates‟ experiences with teenage pregnancy and the impact of other students‟ parents‟
divorces.77 Prior to publication, the school‟s principal reviewed the paper and unilaterally
deleted the pregnancy and divorce articles because he believed that they were too controversial
to be published in a school setting.78
Similar to Tinker and Fraser, the students filed a lawsuit and alleged that their First
Amendment rights were violated.79 The District Court declared that the school could restrain
student speech “to avoid the impression that [the school] endors[ed] the sexual norms of the
subjects” and to protect the privacy of the students mentioned in the divorce article.80
Significantly, the District Court believed that the school acted within its rights because the
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newspaper was the product of a journalism class and was entirely school-funded.81 The Eighth
Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed, however, holding that the student newspaper constituted a
“public forum” in which the students enjoyed traditional constitutional protections unless the
school could justifiably censor the speech under Tinker.82 The Eighth Circuit found no evidence
that the articles would have created the disorder, disruptions, or violations specified in Tinker.83
Ultimately, the United States Supreme Court reversed the Eighth Circuit‟s holding.84
Citing Tinker and Fraser intermittently, the Court concluded that the school-sponsored aspect of
the speech warranted the creation of a new standard.85 Because the school exercised significant
editorial and economic control over the school newspaper, the Court believed that the school
could not only permissibly “disassociate itself . . . from speech that would substantially . . .
impinge upon the rights of other students, but also from speech that is . . . biased or prejudiced,
vulgar or profane, or unsuitable for immature audiences.”86 Accordingly, the Court held that
Tinker does not apply when the restricted student speech is school-sponsored.87
4.

Reconciling Tinker, Fraser, and Hazelwood
Although Tinker, Fraser, and Hazelwood each involved some form of on-campus

expression88 and are recognized for establishing the standards that define whether schools can
regulate and restrict student speech,89 the three cases are distinguishable and applied different
standards. First, under Tinker, student speech that is on-campus and political is protected unless
the school provides evidence of a reasonable belief that the student‟s behavior will substantially
and materially disrupt school operations or infringe the rights of other students.90 In Fraser, the
prohibited speech was not academic or intellectual, but graphic and sexual.91 Unlike Tinker,
where the student speech was ultimately protected, Fraser held that schools could regulate
inappropriate, offensive speech that challenges or undermines the school‟s fundamental values
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and operations.92 Thus, courts are more likely to protect academic, intellectual expressions93
than speech that is overtly sexual, graphic, offensive, lewd, or indecent.94
Hazelwood is unlike Tinker and Fraser because it involved student speech that was
school-sponsored and school-funded.95 The Hazelwood court departed from Tinker because it
did not believe that schools should be required to use their resources to facilitate student speech
that is fundamentally inconsistent with their values and objectives.96 Thus, at the outset,
Hazelwood diverged from Tinker and created a lenient, school-friendly standard that applies to
scenarios that involve either school-sponsored or school-funded student speech or activities.
B.

Recent School Speech Jurisprudence

In the wake of Tinker, Fraser, and Hazelwood, courts have relied on varying
combinations of the three standards in student speech cases and the United States Supreme Court
has reviewed only one other student speech case since Hazelwood: Morse v. Frederick.97
Morse involved a student who was suspended after he displayed a banner that read
“BONG HiTS 4 JESUS” during a school-sponsored activity during school hours.98 Although the
event was off-campus, the Court believed that the student “[could not] stand in the midst of his
fellow students, during school hours, at a school-sanctioned activity and claim he is not at
school.”99 After the student was suspended, he filed a lawsuit alleging First Amendment
violations.100
The District Court found that the school did not violate the student‟s First Amendment
rights and that school officials not only had the authority, but a moral obligation to prevent the
dissemination of messages that promote illegal drug use.101 The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal,
however, disagreed.102 The Ninth Circuit buttressed its reversal of the District Court on the
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school‟s failure to prove that the student‟s speech – albeit promoting marijuana use – caused a
substantial disruption at school under Tinker.103
The Supreme Court ultimately reversed the Ninth Circuit‟s decision. The Court
explained that Fraser stood for two principles: (1) that public school students‟ rights are not
“automatically coextensive” with adults, and (2) that Tinker‟s standard is not absolute because
the Court diverged from it in Fraser.104 The Court also distinguished Hazelwood as another
example of how Tinker is not the only standard that applies to student speech cases.105 Yet,
despite the Court‟s discussion of the three seminal decisions, it did not expressly base its
decision on any of them.106 At the most, the decision fits within Tinker because the Court noted
that the promotion of drug abuse in Morse was so “serious and palpable” that the prohibition of
the student‟s speech was “well beyond an abstract desire to avoid controversy.”107 The Court
dismissed arguments that Fraser was dispositive because it believed solely justifying the
school‟s conduct under Fraser would “stretch [it] too far.”108 The Court did not want Fraser to
be “read to encompass any speech that could fit under some definition of offensive”109 because
various types of controversial speech110 could technically offend someone. Thus, the Court
ultimately upheld the disciplinary measures imposed on the student111 without altering the
analytical framework established in Tinker, Fraser, and Hazelwood.112
In the midst of Morse, several federal and state cases have grappled with student speech
restrictions. Commentators have observed that most courts have based their decisions on
whether the student‟s conduct was on-campus or off-campus.113 In some cases, courts ruled
against the school because it failed to satisfy the Tinker standard and provide evidence of a
substantial on-campus disruption stemming from the student‟s speech.114
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Other cases have specifically addressed student Internet speech. Earlier this year, the
United States District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania decided a case involving a
student who used his grandmother‟s computer to create an online parody profile of his high
school‟s principal.115 The fictitious profile was replete with vulgar, offensive content about the
principal.116 Although the school accused the student of disrupting school operations,117 the
court believed that the school did not establish a “sufficient nexus between [the student‟s] speech
and a substantial disruption of the school environment” to justify the school‟s actions.118
Specifically, the court found that the disruptions were minimal – no classes were cancelled, no
widespread panic ensued, there was no violence among students, and no other students were
disciplined.119 Rather, the court thought that Tinker warranted a “far more boisterous and hostile
environment.”120 Layshock not only demonstrates the continued relevance of Tinker, but also the
high evidentiary threshold that schools must satisfy to justify student speech restrictions.
In contrast to Layshock, proponents of school rights in student Internet speech cases favor
the rare standard espoused in J.S. v. Bethlehem Area School District.121 In J.S., a student created
a website at home that featured “derogatory, profane, offensive, and threatening comments . . .
pictures, animation, and sound clips” about his math teacher and principal.122 The court
analyzed whether a “sufficient nexus [existed] between the website and the school campus to
consider the speech as occurring on campus” to qualify the case for the traditional on-campus
speech standards.123 Because the off-campus website had been accessed on campus, specifically
targeted students and school officials, and caused disruptions on campus, the court believed a
sufficient nexus existed to justify applying Tinker and Fraser.124 The court held that Fraser and
the disruptions stemming from the student‟s website justified the punishment that the student
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received.125 The J.S. court noted that although Tinker requires more than a “mild distraction or
curiosity created by the speech, complete chaos is not required.”126
Overall, irrespective of the results of Layshock and J.S., both cases provide examples of
how a “sufficient nexus” test can subject off-campus speech to on-campus standards for the
purposes of applying either Tinker or Fraser. Though few cases have followed the “sufficient
nexus” test,127 it is a glimpse of hope for schools to punish cyber-bullies whose off-campus,
online activities overflow from the digital realm and cause on-campus disruptions.
C.

Whether Existing School Speech Standards Apply to Cyber-Bullying

Despite the consistent citation of Tinker, Fraser, and Hazelwood in innumerable studentspeech cases over the last forty years, the applicability of these standards to student speech on
the Internet – and more importantly, cyber-bullying – is unclear.128 Cyber-bullying often occurs
after school hours and off-campus, which poses significant hurdles to schools becoming
involved.129
Thus, a common objection to applying the existing standards to cyber-bullying is that offcampus Internet activities are definitionally not on-campus and thus subject to the school‟s
disciplinary measures.130 This argument has been referred to as the “on-campus, off-campus
distinction”131 or the “geographic distinction.”132 Proponents of the geographic distinction
simplistically insist that off-campus conduct does not disrupt the school environment.133
But blindly adhering to the geographic distinction is problematic. First, the Internet does
not fit within traditional geographic definitions.134 Unlike an off-campus playground that
students visit after school, the Internet can be accessed anywhere and at any time.135
Furthermore, the Internet is electronic; it is not a physical space.136
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The geographic distinction is also unreasonable because it ignores the relationships
between the parties involved and the overall context of the communications.137 Not only does
the conduct often stem from interactions and relationships at school, but the harm that cyberbullies cause is often felt on-campus and off-campus. As a result of cyber-bullying, some
students‟ grades suffer, while others require additional attention from teachers, seek counseling
during school hours, or skip school altogether.138 In these situations, the educational
environment is undermined, students are distracted, and schools are forced to devote otherwise
limited resources to address the fallout of cyber-bullying during school hours.139
In addition to the geographic fallacy imposed on student Internet conduct, it is arguable
that Tinker and Fraser apply to student conduct in general and not only on-campus student
conduct. Although Tinker and Fraser involved disputes stemming from on-campus disputes,
neither decision expressly holds that it is limited solely to on-campus student speech. Rather,
this geographic limitation has been assumed and imposed from the facts of the cases. In fact, in
Tinker, the Court explains that student conduct in or out of the classroom that materially disrupts
class or invades other students‟ rights is not protected by the First Amendment.140 Therefore, it
is arguable that Tinker might permit a school to punish a cyber-bully‟s off-campus conduct if it
materially disrupts classes and substantially infringes other students‟ safety and right to learn.
Additionally, Fraser is even more relevant to cyber-bullying than Tinker. Because cyberbullying frequently involves immature, graphic, vulgar, and indecent conduct, it involves student
conduct similar to the speech that was punished in Fraser. Ignoring the geographic distinction of
the speech, conduct that is commonly classified as cyber-bullying would presumably fit within
Fraser‟s holding that schools can punish vulgar and lewd speech that undermines the school‟s
basic educational mission.141
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Ultimately, the ideal solution would be to eliminate the geographic distinction in cyberbullying cases. The goal is not to classify cyber-bullying as “on-campus” to bring it within
Tinker, but to allow it to entirely escape the geographic classification. Automatically assuming
that schools do not have any authority or influence over off-campus Internet conduct completely
prevents schools from addressing foreseeable problems and resolving ongoing bullying. 142
Furthermore, it not only ignores the borderless nature of the Internet, but the boundless damage
that cyber-bullying causes; a teenager who is harassed online feels pain in the real world – not
only on the Internet.
Therefore, a modified Tinker standard should apply to cyber-bullying cases. If the cyberbully‟s conduct materially disrupts on-campus activities and substantially invades other students‟
rights during school hours, the school should be permitted to step in and discipline the
troublesome cyber-bully. It is harmful to the students to prevent the school from becoming
involved merely because the on-campus disruption derived from off-campus electronic
communications. Therefore, schools should have the right to punish cyber-bullies when their
actions “colli[de] with the rights of other students to be secure and to be let alone.”143 Schools
should be prepared to justify their actions and prove that an actual disruption occurred or was
reasonably foreseeable because Tinker disfavored discipline based on mere “undifferentiated fear
or apprehension of disturbance.”144 In some ways, this test follows the same logic as the
“sufficient nexus” test employed in J.S.145 Because cyber-bullying jurisprudence is still in its
infancy, it is still possible for courts to delineate an exception to the previous student speech
standards to justify schools‟ restrictions of student speech that are not intellectual or academic,
but insidious off-campus acts that hurt children anywhere, anytime.
III.

FEDERAL, STATE, AND INTERNATIONAL EFFORTS TO CURTAIL CYBER-BULLYING
15

A.

Federal Legislation

Legislators have only recently begun to address the looming threat of cyber-bullying.146
Two years ago, the Antibullying Campaign Act of 2005 was introduced.147 Although the Act
was not passed before the congressional session ended,148 it would have required states to require
their school districts to develop programs and policies that not only prevent, but specifically
respond to cyber-bullying on school computers and other technology.149 It also would have
encouraged cooperation by enabling schools to apply for federal grants that would allow schools
to develop anti-bullying programs for students and teachers.150
Although some organizations have successfully lobbied Congress to pass laws that
protect children from bullying and harassment,151 the resulting statutory language often fails to
address – or even mention – cyber-bullying.152 In other cases, legislation intended to protect
children while they are on the Internet has employed overbroad language that actually restricts
minors‟ productive use of the Internet. For example, the Deleting Online Predators Act of 2006
(“DOPA”) was enacted to limit the ability of sexual predators to prey on children who were
using chat rooms and social networking websites while at school.153 DOPA rendered numerous
websites and chat rooms inaccessible to children from public schools and off-campus libraries.
Critics are skeptical of its effectiveness and believe it unnecessarily restricts children‟s access to
educational websites and learning tools.154
Although DOPA was not intended to stop cyber-bullying, it has nonetheless laid the
foundation for subsequent debates about protecting children when they are on the Internet. In
2007, the Protecting Children in the 21st Century Act was introduced.155 Title II of the proposed
legislation would delete DOPA and replace it with provisions that target cyber-bullying.156 It
would also require minors to obtain parental authorization prior to using commercial social
16

networking websites or chat rooms while at school.157 Notably, the forms that parents would
sign to authorize their child‟s use of these otherwise prohibited websites would explain that
sexual predators use social networking websites and chat rooms to prey on children.158 Thus, the
bill would not only filter websites that students can visit while at school, but also educate
otherwise uninformed, technologically inexperienced parents about cyber-bullying and the
Internet.
Some have criticized the Protecting Children in the 21st Century Act, however, because
the definition of social networking websites and chat rooms that would be prohibited might
unnecessarily exclude blogs, message boards, and other websites such as Yahoogroups and
Google Groups.159 Teachers might also be prevented from using some interactive websites and
technologies in the classroom.160 Furthermore, because this legislation would only apply to
schools and libraries who receive federal Internet subsidies, some adults and children may be
unintentionally prevented from accessing numerous websites.161 Sadly, to protect children and
battle cyber-bullying, this Act would force some public institutions to censor and block web
content or sacrifice federal subsidies that fund them.
B.

State Legislation

In addition to federal legislation, some states have enacted statutes that address cyberbullying. Some state legislation requires the state‟s schools to amend their harassment,
intimidation, and bullying policies to specifically address cyber-bullying.162 For example,
Washington‟s statutes not only authorize schools to create procedures for punishing cyberbullies, but also require that the schools distribute informational materials to parents to explain
cyber-bullying, describe safe Internet use, and provide options for reporting cyber-bullying.163
Some have even authorized schools to expel cyber-bullies.164
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In other states, legislators have updated criminal laws to allow the prosecution of students
and parents if Internet activity or text messages that the student sends after school and offcampus subsequently cause disruptions on-campus.165 Some state statutes, however, focus less
on punishment and more on prevention. Oregon‟s recent cyber-bullying legislation orders
schools to install blocking technology on all school computers, encourages schools to require
that students keep cell phones “out of sight during the day,” and even permits school officials to
check students‟ mailboxes.166
Meanwhile, other states have been less successful at passing cyber-bullying legislation.
South Carolina, for example, is still in the early phases of passing laws that simply define cyberbullying167 and Florida‟s legislators have failed to pass cyber-bullying legislation for two
consecutive years because of bureaucracy and unresolved debates.168
C.

Other Countries’ Response to Cyber-Bullying

The international impact of cyber-bullying further evidences its prevalence. Cyberbullying is not just an American problem – indeed, numerous other countries are also having
difficulty preventing and imposing punishment for cyber-bullying.169
In India, for example, cyber-bulling is commonplace.170 Indian cyber-bullying critics
complain that legislators have completely ignored the problem.171 Neither India‟s Information
Technology Act of 2000172 nor its Juvenile Justice Act (Care and Protection of Children) Act173
mention cyber-bullying.174 Furthermore, there are no school manuals, guidelines, or regulations
that address cyber-bullying.175 Rather, the common remedial measure is to refer the cyber-bully
to a school counselor for counseling.176
In other countries, such as Canada, proactive teachers have lobbied legislators177 and in
some provinces cyber-bullies have faced defamation and libel lawsuits.178 England is also
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waging a persistent war against cyber-bullies.179 Not only has the British government
promulgated guidelines to instruct parents and children how to deal with cyber-bullies,180 but it
has also organized a program that protects teachers and children from abusive phone calls,
emails, text messages, and other online activity.181 The British government also launched an
online advertising campaign to raise awareness about cyber-bullying.182 Surprisingly, the British
government also imposes responsibilities on parents183 and websites.184 Finally, some countries
have taken drastic measures to curb cyber-bullying.185 In New South Wales, Australia, a
comprehensive statutory scheme delineates specific penalties for cyber-bullies that include
drastic fines and extensive prison sentences.186
Although the aforementioned attempts to curtail cyber-bullying vary in severity and
detail, it is helpful to consider the wide range of options that American legislators may pursue.
Some of the Canadian and British measures outlined above would likely benefit Americans. The
British government‟s sponsorship of online advertisements, for example, would be helpful
because many Americans are unaware of the extent – or even existence – of cyber-bullying.187
Furthermore, imposing a legal duty on websites to eliminate cyber-bullying content would be an
excellent measure to attack the foundation of cyber-bullying. Any laws resembling the New
South Wales criminal laws, however, should be completely avoided. Incarcerating children will
deprive them of their parents and an education, and any fines imposed on cyber-bullies will
likely be borne by their parents. Instead of banishing cyber-bullies from schools through
incarceration or expulsion, American legislators and schools should model legislation after the
Indian focus on counseling and providing therapy to cyber-bullies.
D.

Broad Federal Legislation & Specific State Legislation – The Right Combination
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As demonstrated herein, cyber-bullying is widespread and takes many forms.188 It is
difficult to track because students are anonymous on the Internet189 and difficult to anticipate
because of ceaseless technological innovation and the resulting technology gap between children
and adults.190
To effectively combat cyber-bullying, our federal government should encourage the
development of unique statutes and procedures at the state level. Drafting a single,
comprehensive federal statute that ambitiously solves America‟s cyber-bullying woes is likely
impossible. It would be most beneficial if our federal legislators introduced legislation that (1)
defines and publicizes the cyber-bullying problem, and (2) requires states to create their own
cyber-bullying statutes. Using states as “laboratories of democracy”191 would allow our country
to test a variety of anti-cyber-bullying strategies rather than committing to a single federal
regulatory scheme. Additionally, the general federal statute should require a committee or
private organization to analyze the efficacy of the states‟ cyber-bullying policies in five to seven
years to determine whether a particular state‟s policy was successful.
States should employ a variety of measures that (1) raise awareness about cyber-bullying,
(2) empower schools to discipline cyber-bullies when their conduct disrupts on-campus activities
and infringes other students‟ rights, (3) impose counseling and community service requirements
for violators, (4) provide aid for victims and their parents, and (5) establish a system for
discussing, reporting, and ultimately facilitating an ongoing discussion about cyber-bullying.
State legislation should be drafted carefully, however, and avoid overbroad language that could
punish otherwise innocuous, innocent activities.192 Moreover, the state statutes should try to
avoid criminalizing cyber-bullying or carving out exceptions to traditional tort laws that would
expose cyber-bullies and their parents to increased liability.
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Ultimately, federal legislation would benefit from state governments testing various
solutions to cyber-bullying. Contemporaneously, the federal legislation would effectively
express the government‟s dedication to resolving this problem by raising awareness and
compelling states to commit some resources to battle against cyber-bullying.
IV.

WHO IS LIABLE FOR CYBER-BULLYING?

When cyber-bullies cause legitimate physical, psychological, and emotional harm, there
are numerous parties involved who are arguably partially liable for the cyber-bully‟s actions.
Commonly, cyber-bullying involves the bully, his or her parents, teachers, the school board, and
possibly even websites. Considering the varying combinations of liable parties, before enacting
comprehensive cyber-bullying legislation, it is necessary to contemplate whether new laws will
be necessary to adequately punish parties who negligently contribute to cyber-bullying.
A.

Imposing Liability on the Cyber-Bully

Although the most instinctive, logical recourse for a cyber-bullying victim might be
lawsuits and litigation, there are numerous problems with pursuing civil remedies against cyberbullies. In the civil context, the liability of cyber-bullies is murky because cyber-bullying case
law is limited and the few cases that actually address the liability of a cyber-bully are unclear and
provide little guidance.193 This looming uncertainty is particularly problematic because criminal
charges against cyber-bullies are rarely filed and the cases often degenerate into civil lawsuits.194
In civil lawsuits, cyber-bullies have been found liable for a host of claims including negligence,
libel, slander, defamation, invasion of privacy, public disclosure of a private fact, and even
intentional or negligent infliction of emotional distress.195
Although victims deserve to be compensated for their suffering, subjecting cyber-bullies
(and likely their parents) to civil judgments is excessive and could inspire frivolous litigation.
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Moreover, forcing children to endure costly, complicated, and time-consuming litigation not only
forces victims to relive the bullying, but also interrupts their education. States should refrain
from enacting laws that create causes of action for “cyber-bullying.” Rather, victims‟ claims
should be capable of satisfying traditional elements of negligence and intentional tort claims. A
statute that creates a claim for cyber-bullying per se will not solve the problem. Victims should
work within our existing system and be entitled to civil judgments only if their case satisfies
ordinary claims such as defamation and intentional infliction of emotional distress.196
Similarly, criminal penalties for cyber-bullying should be based on the criminal penalties
imposed on traditional bullies. Currently, our criminal justice system is unprepared to create
new laws specifically for cyber-bullying because detectives are clueless in cyber-bullying
cases.197 Moreover, in many cases, criminal charges are dropped because civil remedies are
more appropriate.198 Instead of drafting legislation that would incarcerate or fine any cyberbully, states should reserve criminal cyber-bully sanctions for particularly egregious scenarios,
such as bona fide harassment or stalking, hate or bias crimes, and sexual exploitation.199 A
cyber-bully‟s criminal liability becomes more appropriate as the communications and bullying
escalate in seriousness, dangerousness, and specificity.200
Criminalizing cyber-bullying might also be difficult because the high incidence of cyberbullying201 might cause juvenile detention centers and jails to become overcrowded. Moreover,
if cyber-bullying is criminalized, a large segment of the youth might acquire a criminal record
before reaching the age of majority. Courts might also have difficulty consistently adjudicating
cyber-bullying cases because of the variety of facts and subjectivity often involved. Students
have varying thresholds for bullying and requiring a judge to compare bullying through text
messages to bullying on Facebook might be a distinction without meaning. Therefore,
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prosecutors should attempt to utilize existing criminal laws to charge cyber-bullies and reserve
criminal charges for situations in which the bully‟s actions warrant traditional criminal charges.
B.

Parental Liability

When victims of cyber-bullying file lawsuits, the claims are often filed against the cyberbully‟s parents because most cyber-bullies are minors and state statutes generally subject parents
to some liability for the torts of their minor children.202 Thus, the viability of a cyber-bullying
case is often contingent upon the jurisdiction‟s parental liability laws.203 Regardless, parents are
typically liable if they knew or should have known about their child‟s conduct, their child‟s
conduct and resulting harm were foreseeable, and their negligence specifically contributed to
their child‟s behavior.204
Although parents are liable for their cyber-bullying child‟s actions, proving that parents
foresaw their child‟s cyber-bullying might be difficult because of the anonymity of cyberbullies.205 Furthermore, parents are generally unaware of their child‟s Internet activity or that
cyber-bullying even exists, thus it is also unlikely that a parent could foresee damages stemming
from cyber-bullying.206 Unless a victim could prove that the cyber-bully‟s parents were aware of
the bullying and disregarded it, it might be difficult for an aggrieved cyber-bullying victim to
hold the bully‟s parents liable.
In the future, as states enact cyber-bullying legislation, they should defer to existing
statutes that govern parental liability rather than creating statutes that specifically impose new
legal duties on parents. Although parents should supervise their children, because many parents
are unaware of the prevalence of cyber-bullying, a new statute might inadvertently subject
unwitting parents to liability. Fines should also be avoided – rather, the prospect of civil liability
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for defamation or other torts should be a sufficient deterrent. If a child is a cyber-bully, notifying
the parent of potential litigation stemming from their child‟s actions should suffice.
C.

Liability of Educational Institutions

Even though schools can be liable for restricting student speech,207 they have also been
found liable for failing to adequately supervise students and intervene in foreseeably dangerous
situations.208 Despite this “Catch-22,”209 however, public schools are rarely found liable for
students‟ transgressions.210 Generally, parties asserting negligent supervision claims must prove
that the teacher or faculty member was grossly negligent in failing prevent foreseeable harm.211
Still, even if danger is foreseeable, schools have avoided liability when reasonable supervision
would not have prevented the students from suffering harm.212
Because the imposition of liability on schools is contingent on foreseeability, it would
likely be difficult to prove that a school is liable for damages stemming from cyber-bullying
because it is transitory, anonymous, and often off-campus and after school.213 Moreover,
although some might argue that schools should be permitted to regulate off-campus conduct that
establishes a sufficient nexus with on-campus activities, courts and legislators cannot reasonably
expect schools to become liable for students‟ off-campus cyber-bullying unless the courts are
willing to employ the “sufficient nexus” test.214 If courts extend to schools the right to punish
cyber-bullies, courts reviewing negligent supervision claims in cyber-bullying cases should
examine the schools‟ policies and other factors to determine whether the school was negligent.215
D.

Liability for Internet Service Providers and Websites

Aside from imposing liability on cyber-bullies, their parents, or school officials, some
critics believe liability should be imposed on Internet Service Providers and websites
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(collectively referred to as “ISPs”) who fail or refuse to delete cyber-bullying content despite
complaints and notice of its existence.216
When an anonymous cyber-bully217 broadcasts offensive, defamatory information over
the Internet, the only option for victims who are unable to identify, contact, or retaliate against
the cyber-bullies is to contact the ISP and request that the content be deleted.218 The ISPs create
and control their websites and are presumably in an ideal position to monitor its content.219
However, ISPs are frequently slothful at removing cyber-bullying content – often, it is removed
long after the victim has suffered.220 Worse yet, even if the ISP fails to remove the cyberbullying content after receiving notice, the Communications Decency Act (“CDA”)221
immunizes ISPs from publisher liability222 and distributor liability223 for Internet content created
and posted by third parties.224
Although early cases exposed ISPs to publisher or distributor liability,225 Congress‟
passage of the CDA226 nullified prior precedent that arguably permitted ISPs to be liable.227
Whereas before the CDA, courts implied that ISPs might be treated as distributors if a party
could prove that the ISP knew or had reason to know of defamatory content on its website,228
courts‟ later interpreted distributor liability as a mere derivative of publisher liability under the
CDA,229 thus effectively immunizing ISPs.230 Ironically, the CDA‟s admirable goal of granting
some immunity to ISPs as an incentive to promote responsible supervision of their content
actually rendered ISPs impervious to liability.231
Considering recent cases criticizing the prevailing interpretation of the CDA,232 the CDA
should be amended to address cyber-bullying. Cara J. Ottenweller recently chastised the CDA
and suggested that it be amended to impose a legal duty on ISPs to remove cyber-bullying
content after receiving notice.233 Ottenweller‟s proposed amendment would not only clarify the
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Act‟s language and encourage ISPs to regulate their own content, but also provide aggrieved
victims a legal right to recover by creating a legal obligation to accompany the moral obligation
that ISPs have to regulate their web content.234
However, imposing distributor liability on ISPs is not the best solution. First, exposing
ISPs to distributor liability could impose significant burdens on ISPs. If a potential cyberbullying victim notified the ISP of cyber-bullying content on its website, a responsible ISP
would preferably investigate the accusation rather than blindly delete the content. Fact-intensive
investigations could be time-consuming, drain the ISP‟s resources, and there would be no
guarantee that the investigation would be completed before the victim suffers.235 Conversely, an
overcautious ISP might simply remove any content that triggers cyber-bullying accusations. But
carelessly removing content without verifying its veracity might cause loyal users to defect, chill
speech, and potentially even promote fraud and cyber-bullying.236 Finally, popular ISPs could
face innumerable lawsuits premised on their newfound distributor liability, thus exposing their
“deep pockets” to cyber-bullying victims. ISPs should not be forced to unilaterally bear
monetary damages that cyber-bullies cause.
Instead, the CDA should be amended to provide cyber-bullying victims the right to file
for an injunction against ISPs distribution of cyber-bullying content. The statute should require
ISPs to pay the victim‟s attorney‟s fees if he or she is successful. This amendment would not
only provide cyber-bullying victims with legal rights, but also encourage attorneys to battle
cyber-bullies. The amendment should expose ISPs to liability as a last resort, only if they fail to
respond to an injunction requiring the deletion or suspension of content. In a perfect world,
authorizing distributor liability against ISPs would solve this problem. But in reality, our
litigious society would take advantage ISPs and drain their “deep pockets.”
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CONCLUSION - A POTENTIAL SOLUTION
Because courts and legislators have barely addressed cyber-bullying,237 there is latitude to
speculate and hypothesize about potential solutions to the problem. Although scholars debate
whether bullying can even be curtailed238 and cynically insist that cyber-bullying is
fundamentally similar to traditionally bullying and that our existing system works,239 cyberbullying does require new, innovative solutions. To punish cyber-bullies and let victims obtain
justice, federal and state governments, law enforcement officials, school boards, administrators,
teachers, parents, and students must collaborate.
First, federal and state governments must pass legislation that specifically defines and
addresses cyber-bullying. At the federal level, legislation resembling the Anti-Bullying Act of
2005 should be introduced.240 The recently introduced Protecting Children in the 21st Century
Act exemplifies legislation that raises awareness about cyber-bullying and demands state
action.241 The key tenet to federal cyber-bullying legislation is not requiring specific liability or
punishments, but instead mandating that states enact cyber-bullying legislation that establishes a
single state policy and creates a comprehensive system for reporting and punishing cyber-bullies.
Using states as a “laboratory of democracy”242 allows states to test various solutions to the
problem. Moreover, in addition to the combination of federal and state legislation, Congress
should amend the CDA to provide aggrieved cyber-bullying victims with legal rights to force
ISPs to monitor and possibly delete cyber-bullying content.243
Meanwhile, our Courts should stop deciding student Internet speech cases based on the
geographic location of the disputed conduct. Instead, courts should apply a modified Tinker
standard that analyzes whether the cyber-bully‟s conduct materially disrupted campus activities
or invaded students‟ rights.244 Furthermore, in determining whether the off-campus cyber27

bullying warrants the Tinker analysis, which is traditionally reserved for on-campus student
speech, courts should utilize J.S.‟s “sufficient nexus” test.245
Additionally, legislators and courts should avoid creating laws that impose new forms of
liability on cyber-bullies, their parents, schools, and ISPs.246 Rather, civil and criminal liability
should be based on our existing laws. Current tort laws, such as defamation and the intentional
infliction of emotional distress, and criminal laws like cyber-stalking, should provide adequate
claims for prosecutors and civil litigants.
Finally, drafting legislation and deciding contentious cases cannot completely curtail
cyber-bullying. Teachers, parents, and students must recognize the gravity of the situation and
take action. Regardless of the amount of cyber-bullying actually taking place on campus during
school hours, schools must be proactive and communicate and enforce cyber-bullying rules.247
Schools should block social networking websites and any instant messaging applications on the
school‟s computers. Furthermore, policies that describe acceptable Internet use should be
drafted and distributed to students before they are permitted to access the Internet on school
computers.248 Not only would this cripple some of the cyber-bullies most effective tools during
school hours, but it would also promote the overarching goal of using computers in a fruitful,
productive, and educational manner.
Schools should also position computers in open areas rather than private carrels or nooks
in which cyber-bullies can conceal their actions.249 This configuration would presumably deter
cyber-bullies because they work covertly rather than in public view. Some scholars also suggest
that schools require students to acknowledge and sign computer use contracts that specifically
address cyber-bullying and prohibit activities such as sending unwanted emails or messages that
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are hurtful to other students, using other student‟s passwords or protected files, or sending or
displaying pictures that harass, insult, or attack other students.250
Contemporaneously, parents must cooperate with schools and monitor their child‟s
activities. Adults should look for “red flags,” such as children spending significant amounts of
time online and in chat rooms or on suspicious websites, acting secretly or evasively when
online, scrambling and hurriedly closing computer programs when adults enter the room, and
unusual cell phone charges from the same telephone number.251 Parents should also try to
become more Internet savvy and bridge the technological gap.252 If parents learn their child has
become involved in cyber-bullying, they should encourage their child to ignore the cyber-bully
and inform any relevant teachers or ISPs.253
Finally, adults should teach children how to handle private information on the Internet
and explain the importance of not telling classmates or strangers their email address, cell phone
number, passwords, or any other personal information.254 One scholar even suggests that parents
create an at-home Internet contract to symbolize a commitment to responsibly using the
Internet.255
If legislators, courts, schools, teachers, parents, and children all make a concerted effort
to accomplish some of the goals outlined herein, cyber-bullying will liked diminish in frequency
and severity.
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